You Have to Have this Variety In Your Blends!

The whole purpose of blending is to broaden genetic diversity, not narrow it. Blueberry Kentucky Bluegrass is an excellent choice as a mono-stand and a blending variety. Blueberry is a new "compact" type which means it has high disease resistance, can be mowed as close as 1/2 inch, and is resistant to many many diseases. Blueberry has a dark green color which helped it to score a perfect "9" in NTEP ratings!

Provides Genetic Diversity within “Midnight Type” Blends

Great Color and Compatibility with “Midnight Types”

Scores a PERFECT 9 for Color! at Several NTEP locations

Number 1 NTEP for Spring Green up Making Earlier Harvest Possible

Deep-Dark Green Color

What is a “Midnight Type”? A compact type with similar leaf texture and mowing potential. These elite Bluegrasses have produced attractive, saleable sod wherever bluegrass is adapted.
1. Genetic Diversity
Great color and compatibility with “Midnight Types” whether blending for sports fields, home lawns, commercial applications. Rest assured that when blending Blueberry Kentucky Bluegrass with other “Midnight Types” the end result will not compromise the diversity and keeps its color.

2. Dark Green Color
Blueberry Kentucky Bluegrass naturally yields a darker green color. Simply put, this means less fertilizing! Your customers will be able to have the same rich green lawn they expect without the use of costly and sometimes harmful chemicals.

3. Sod Growers Choice
Blueberry Kentucky Bluegrass is the Sod Grower’s Choice for sod seed blends and applications. You’ve got to have this variety in your blends!
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